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Ever go through something and never let yourself ask for help? It forces a person to spend a lot of time stressing to know if they
are on the 'right' path, working hard enough, or creating something people want. For Bryant Jones, he knew what people wanted
and made it happen; beautiful cabinets in their homes. What he didn't know was what he wanted. He worked in the family
company, established his own cabinet company, and grew a local shop into a million-dollar department. Yet, he wasn't fulfilled
doing what he was good at and needed a new challenge. At the time, he knew he needed to find a logical business coach with
whom he could bounce ideas.
Bryant Jones was a cabinet guy with twenty years of experience and a knack for motorsports. Having grown up working with his
dad, Bryant knew cabinets, how to make them, and the selling of them like the back of his hand. "I grew up in cabinets, it was an
easy way to get in and make money, and we had a reputation" - Bryant Jones. That's how he took a local cabinet shop from 250,000
dollars in annual sales to 10 million dollars in ten years. Although profitable and advanceable, Bryant wasn't fully satisfied. The
career and people he worked with weren't satisfying, and the work environment wasn't the best either. The moment of clarity
came when a friend passed a job description Bryant's way for Pro Moto Billet. This new career would be a way to combine
everything he loved about life and still be able to support his family financially. While thankful for the experience in cabinetry, it
was time for a change. So in 2019, Bryant made the switch to Pro Moto Billet.
This switch wasn't without careful consideration. Bryant was offered an advancement opportunity as a regional manager but knew
he didn't want to take the next step. He knew he needed to find a coach to help with clarity and began searching online. Quickly he
saw an event with an author he enjoyed that featured Executive Business Coach Allison Dunn as the host. After attending the event
in 2018, Bryant began one-on-one coaching at Deliberate Directions, he later joined Whetstone Board of Advisors. There, he felt
comfortable sharing the details of his next major endeavor that got him out of cabinetry; RV sales. Everyone in the group was very
encouraging and supportive; one member even became his first customer. With that support on the table, Bryant left the company
after receiving his promotion thirty days prior. Shortly after, his friend sent Bryant the job advertisement for Pro Moto Billet; it was
a dream job he couldn't pass up. Today, he is the COO at Pro Moto Billet.
Whetstone gives Bryant people, with nothing to lose or gain, to have sounding boards each month during his transition and
continues to be an outlet for good ideas. Bryant loves the community aspect and the fact that not only does his cup get filled but
also that he can help others. It doesn't matter what industry you choose; it's the process and the people who have experienced the
same thing. Whetstone works due to application and accountability.
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Here is an insight into Deliberate Direction's Whetstone Board of Advisors featuring Bryant Jones, COO of Pro Moto Billet.

CLIENT INTRODUCTION
Bryant gleans many benefits from attending Whetstone bi-weekly. Between having a sounding board or a deep dive in each
session, there are always plenty of times for Bryant to ask questions or answer them. In addition, Whetstone provides a reset,
an opportunity to give back, and a place to hash ideas out among like-minded professionals. "It's the ability to get away from
the grind and reconnect and realize that all the problems that I'm dealing with are similar and that everyone else has those
same issues" - Bryant Jones. He knows that when he goes to Whetstone, he is getting honest feedback that can sometimes be
the hard truth. Whatever the situation, Whetstone members have insight from their own experiences and can look into
concerns with fresh eyes.

BOARD OF ADVISORS
When Bryant first joined his Whetstone group, he had to decide whether to stay at his current job or switch endeavors. From the
first meeting (after getting sound advice, feedback, and support), he knew that he could trust this group with everything. "I brought
those concerns and questions to the board of advisors. We worked through those, and it's been the best decision I've ever made.
No hesitation, I do not regret it" - Bryant Jones.
Working in this collaborative environment has generally been easy for Bryant. Most group members deal with the same problems,
so even though they're in different industries, they can help one another. For example, Bryant enjoys when he can advise a
member who is trying to grow, as he has a good handle on that aspect of a business. "Most people have been in the small business
side of things and are trying to get over a million or over $2 million in sales. So it's gratifying to share my experience as I pushed
that 10 million mark" - Bryant Jones. In addition, Bryant enjoys the relationships built with each member, and it doesn't concern
him when someone new joins or doesn't fit the mold. He believes that a professional will add value to the group, or they'll naturally
weed themselves out because the group isn't a priority to them.
However, Bryant can sometimes get weighed down by the fact that Whetstone is a commitment. So while he loves the
accountability and trust that Whetstone builds, each member must nourish those relationships through accountability and
sounding boards. With an already busy schedule, that support can be tough on anyone. As well as the fact that every time you
have a sounding board, you are expecting to hear some hard truths, even if you don't want to listen to them. It can be challenging
some weeks when you want a win on the books. "If you're engaged in it right and value those people, at the end of the day, it's no
big deal" - Bryant Jones.

it's gratifying to share
my experience
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OUTSTANDING IMPACT
Bryant has a few things that he is hoping to accomplish in the next year with the help of the group; network and
growth.
Bryant shared that he isn't the best networker. He will work to get into a group he feels comfortable with but won't
shop around or get adventurous in the types of groups he attends. Needing growth means more people know about
his business. Bryant has other motives for wanting to network and grow awareness for Pro Moto Billet. When he
joined the team in 2019, he made it a goal of his to 10X the company in ten years. The plan is to grow the company's
revenue/size/assets ten times larger than in 2019. It's an aggressive goal, but he shares that they have dialed in their
production in the last six months. "Our current production manager is on fire, opening up the opportunity for us to
grow and scale the business" - Bryant Jones.

"The farther you step into a higher performance level, the more help you need to keep
that going." - Bryant jones

In his most recent Sounding Board, Bryant had the opportunity to see if the group thought networking would be the
best way to accomplish his 10X goal. He left feeling motivated and ready to check in the following week with an
accountability update. "I got direction and things I should do differently. So, I'll try and go from there" - Bryant Jones.

WHY WHETSTONE?
Bryant describes Whetstone as "accountable, realigning, and worth it." Bryant believes that as your business gets
larger, there is more productivity. And with the increase in everything, you need to be pushed. "The farther you step
into that performance level, the more help you need to keep that going." - Bryant Jones. Whetstone serves as a
place for professionals to go when they've had a long week and need a refresh on why they started in the first place.
It's worth it to surround yourself with other successful people as it pushes you to match them, helping grow your
business naturally. Whetstone is an excellent opportunity for that to happen.
Whether you want to scale your business or have non-compete opportunities for a sounding board, Whetstone is a
great place to start and grow. Schedule a strategy session with one of our coaches today to see which Deliberate
Directions service is right for you and your business.
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